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The letter which it contained read ae 
follows:

A FOOLISH FAITH.m
It would seem from the above that

The faith which acme people have in

government to do for them what they „ ,. . another thine to ask the
are too unenterprising «id tm unintelli- ^ ^ mrrender . ^ of the 
gent to do for themselves. With them and priviliges they hold under the char-
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and the interference of government. ^ wheQ n<> 0^he m”neys CONDENSED DESPATCHES.
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do what has hitherto been done by Btan « th marantee bv the w- F- Henderson has been nominated 
private energy and enterprise. It is to by the Uberals opposed to the Green-
relegate almost everything to the state a repre^ntation at the R^Tof fiirec-

or community, and to leave a» little as ^ ^ the of the company Nomination on the 18th; polling on the
possible *° be done by the individual M at all time, be subject to a civic rhittonden. a well known
An example of what we mean ma pro- audit. „ that> aappe^g the moneys . .^L.C’A C^*tapd^la 

posai made by an apparently mteffigent ^ ^ devoted to other than their legiti- ly while at work in his office, 
farmer of Prince Edward Ctoun- ^ p,,^ or the poles and wire, Supt. Whyte, of the C. P. : 
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stock bearing a rate of interest not ex- 
ceeding 4 per cent., and it is hoped that 
arrangements will be made for the 
version of a considerable portion 
existing securities on terms that 
advantageous to the company. It was 
deemed wise at the same time 
to obtain power to provide to a reaj 
souable extent for futmre require
ments in the way of improvements 
and, facilities not alone for the lines 
owned by the company, but for those 
leased to it, but the authority to issue 
debentures at the rate of £500 per mile 
for these purposes will not have to be 
passed at present. The land sales for 
the paatyear were 138,001 acres for

cent, on the number of acres sold and 
146 per cent, on the amount realized. 
Old sales to the extent of 11,300 acres 
were cancelled in 1888f or reasons stated 
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of which the Ontario farmer complains 
may be blessings in disguise to many 
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into debt The machinery at society ae 
at present works roughly and inflicts 
hardship on many, but rough as it is, it 
works better than any socialistic system 
that has yet been tried. It should never 
be forgotten that the people in the end 
pay for everything. Government is a 
mere machine;'lt produces nothing; it 

cannot create as much as a loaf of bread.
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